PROGNOST®-Predictor V5
Enhancements to Version 4

Why upgrade your software?
It is essential that the monitoring technology of your machinery is always up-to-date. The upgrade of your
PROGNOST®-Predictor software delivers all the advantages of our ongoing product developments.
In this brochure, we will introduce you to important innovations and enhancements which will help you
carry out your monitoring tasks faster and more efficiently.

Torque event monitoring of gearboxes
Large gearboxes, e.g. in extruder lines, often have torque strain gauges installed on the input and output
shafts. A typical instrumentation scope for superposition gearboxes are four torque strain gauges: one on
the direct drive shaft (DS), one on the annulus drive shaft (DA) and one each on the two output shafts.

Monitoring these signals is of high importance to end users to detect impending issues on the
driven equipment such as shaft cracks, extruder screw collisions or process deviations, e.g. feed
impurities.
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Ease your loop check work with

Rack overview

PROGNOST®-Predictor processor test
Version 5 includes a graphical display for the rack
The processor test is established for the test of all
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and channel and also a tooltip with status expla-
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each loop check in the regular maintenance work.
This processor test can also be considered as a
rack plausibility or signal acquisition quality check.

Reduce efforts during maintenance with
the database query tool
The database query tool provides important sys-
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system itself and the system performance parameters to maintain the PROGNOST®-Predictor system
most easily.

Save time when analyzing vibration
amplitudes
Navigation from vibration amplitude to the relevant component - when you are hovering over
a harmonic of an amplitude, a tooltip will show
options which components are responsible for this
amplitude. Clicking on one of the relevant entries
will lead to the analyses overview of the selected
component.

Notification Log and Watch List filter
PROGNOST®-Predictor offers now a Notification
Log and Watch List filter function. This customizes
the view of each user and helps to see only the
tasks which you have to handle.

Fall back-option for tachometer
To ensure a trouble-free analysis, even with a failing
tachometer sensor, the DCS speed value can be
used as fall back-option.
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